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THE MOON'S SACRED CYCLES WILL BRING YOU THE WEALTH AND

HAPPINESS THAT YOU DESERVE [[Forecast10]]

Dear [[Forecast10]],

The nights when my garden is bathed in the silvery glow of the Full Moon
are often when I have my most profound visions and feelings. These moonlit
evenings are when my insight is at its strongest and I can clearly 'see'
ways for you, as my dear friend, to improve and easily and quickly enrich
your life.

It was under a particularly potent Full Moon that a trusted friend called
to tell me about this exquisite Sterling Silver, Black Onyx and Mother of
Pearl Bracelet. You came to my mind immediately [[Forecast10]]. I felt
instinctively that I had to let you know about it right away, because of
its astonishing ability to help you 'tune in' to the powerful vibrations
of the Moon.

You see, when I began to study astrology one of the first things I learned
was how valuable and important the Moon is in the horoscope. The Moon is
our nearest neighbor and its luminous beauty has entranced us since the
dawn of time. But it also has magical, symbolic and even practical powers
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that, if you know how to use them, will help you achieve your dreams and
bring you to new levels of joy and fulfifllment.

The Moon is an intrinsic component of our visual landscape, endlessly
fascinating us with its majestic waxing and waning each month. From the
tiny, glimmering hint of the New Moon, to the brilliant, almost floodlit
power when it is ripe and full, and finally its disappearance from view at
Dark Moon, its influence on earth subtly changes without losing any of its
magnificence.

We know too that the Moon has the power to affect the tides and some
organic gardeners believe it also influences seed germination and plant
growth. This is nothing new [[Forecast10]], as in the past, farmers and
gardeners were well aware of Lunar Power and have long used the Moon's
phases in order to plant their crops at the ideal time to achieve maximum
growth.

Plant the Seeds to Your Own Garden of Abundance with the Help of the
Mysteriously Lovely Sterling Silver 'Moon Bracelet'

In many cultural traditions, Silver is celebrated for its sacred
connection to the Moon, so it's entirely appropriate that this stunning
bracelet was constructed from pure Sterling Silver. Obviously, Silver
contains its own inherent beauty but there are other reasons why this is
the only metal for this Moon Bracelet.

Many people aren't aware [[Forecast10]] that the Moon has no light of its
own but simply reflects that of the Sun. The sheen that silver gives out
is subtle, refined and sophisticated, reminding us of the magical light of
the Moon and therefore complements this simple yet beautiful piece.
However, silver is also extremely strong and at the same time malleable,
which is why it has been such a valuable metal for making magical and
religious amulets and talismans since the beginning of time.

It's also long been believed that Silver promotes good luck by protecting
the wearer from harm. Wearing silver close to the skin can help to
strengthen your intuition and repel any negativity directed your way.
Moreover, Silver's reflective quality helps to 'return to sender' anything
damaging aimed in your direction.

In addition, Silver is recognized as a superb conductor of thermal and
electrical energy. The Sterling Silver of this Moon Bracelet will help you
to 'tap into,' absorb and direct the immense energy of the Moon in order
to attract the opportunities that are going to enrich you and enhance
every aspect of your life.

Mother of Pearl and Black Onyx: Contrasting and Complementary Energies

This beautifully crafted Moon Bracelet is comprised of five discs set into
the Sterling Silver framework. The Mother of Pearl disc at the center of
the piece represents the Full Moon. Beside it, Onyx and Mother of Pearl
are combined to symbolize the Waxing Moon and the Waning Moon. The end
settings represent the First and Last Quarter Moons.

Mother of Pearl or 'Nacre,' is the mineral lining of shells, including
those in which Pearls form, hence 'Mother' of Pearl. It's especially
associated with the Moon because of its reflective, iridescent appearance,
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reminiscent of Moonlight.

In the Horoscope, the Moon symbolizes motherhood and nurturing and without
this precious lining to the shell, the Pearl would not be able to develop.
Nacre serves to protect and preserve the growing Pearl and it is believed
to contain protective qualities of its own by transforming negative energy
and purifying the environment.

Mother of Pearl jewelry and objects have been dated from as long ago as
3000 BC. The Chinese especially believe that it has the power to attract
good luck and prosperity; it was often given as a gift to someone who
needed a boost to their fortune. Its protective and luck attracting
qualities made it an ideal material for buttons, especially on baby
clothing.

Black Onyx is a supportive and strengthening stone. It helps you to own
and understand your personal power and energy and also to connect with
your Inner Guide. Onyx also helps you to be objective and centered,
allowing you to take control of your life in positive ways. It promotes
self-esteem and confidence in your own judgment and decision-making and
this in turn helps you to be 'comfortable in your own skin.'

Connect with the Moon's Power to Attract Wealth and Well-Being into Your
Life, [[Forecast10]]

The word month is derived from 'Moon' and there are in fact, not 12, but
13 Lunar months in a year. Each month can be divided into 4 distinct Lunar
phases and these are depicted in the Mother of Pearl and Onyx on your Moon
Bracelet. Each Lunar phase has different qualities and properties, which
can be used to your advantage [[Forecast10]], once you know how to tap
into the prevailing energy.

First Quarter Moon: 
Sow your seeds
Listen to your intuition
Note down your dreams

Waxing Moon:
Focus on your goals
Refine your desires
Tune in to the Moon energy

Full Moon, the stunning Mother of Pearl centerpiece:
High energy time
Make your important calls and moves
Network and hit the casino or purchase your lottery ticket

Waning Moon:
Sit back and enjoy your good fortune
Be generous with your abundance
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Observe which of your projects have reached fruition

Last Quarter Moon:
Rest and reflect
Refine current objectives
Visualize wealth and prosperity in your life

The beauty of this exquisite piece is that it will remind you to tune in
anew to this amazing Lunar energy every month. You can attract more of
what you want whenever you want to but the sooner you begin to do this,
[[Forecast10]], the faster you will start to enjoy a richer, happier and
more successful life.

YOURS, OBLIGATION-FREE FOR 30 DAYS

The next New Moon is on [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] and it's the start of an
especially favorable Lunar period. So it's vital that you are wearing the
Moon Bracelet in order to experience all that it can do for you. Because
I'm so concerned that you have this piece as soon as possible, I've
arranged for you to enjoy an obligation-free trial period of 30 days. All
you have to do is pay the shipping and handling fee of $[[Cost]].

You can wear your Moon Bracelet through the entire upcoming Lunar cycle so
that you can see how easy it is to attune yourself to the rhythm of the
Moon and attract the wealth and opportunity that you deserve. Then if it
doesn't come up to your expectations and it is not all that I promised it
would be, you can send it back to me without even giving me any reason.

Only if you decide you want to keep the Moon Bracelet will your credit
card be billed for [[numberOfPayment]] easy installments of only
$[[recurPayment]]. But please remember, if later on you change your mind,
then you are still free to return it to me and obtain a TOTAL REFUND,
including the shipping and handling fee. You can do this as quickly as a
week or as far into the future as ten years after your original purchase
because my forever guarantee means just what it says I promise to refund
your money if you are not happy.

 

3 FREE GIFTS TO COMPLEMENT YOUR MOON BRACELET

Now, [[theDateTimeSet:MM D]] is coming up soon and I would hate for you to
miss out on this opportunity to take advantage of the lunar power
available to you. What I have written here is just a fraction of the Lunar
Lore that I'm certain will fascinate you.
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I want to give you as
my 1st FREE Gift a
handy compendium full
of interesting
information about the
Moon as well as
rituals that you can
use to attract more
of what you want the
most.

This lovely piece of
jewelry deserves to
be treasured and my
2nd FREE GIFT to you
is a stunning blue
and gold pouch where
you can store your
Bracelet when you're
not wearing it.

My 3rd FREE GIFT to
you is a beautiful
Moonstone to help you
connect to your own
intuition as well as
the power of the
Moon. This is also
called the 'stone of
new beginnings,'
which is spot on as
[[theDateTimeSet:MM
D]] marks the start
of not only a new
Lunar cycle but a new
cycle of abundance
and happiness in your
life.

Your Moon Bracelet is ready for you, [[Forecast10]]. All you have to do is
click on the link below and see how your own connection to the Moon will
help you to attract genuine abundance into your life.

Your Friend and Advisor,
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Bethea

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

If you no longer wish to receive any emails from me, you may click on
the link below. But by doing this, [[Forecast10]], it means that I will not
be able to send you exclusive opportunities for proposals and sales or
important updates on astrological events and how they'll affect you. To
follow good Internet etiquette, once you've asked to be deleted from one
kind of email from me, I'm required to stop contacting you entirely. So,
[[Forecast10]], if you wish to no longer receive any emails from me, simply
click here or send a letter to me at 167 Cherry St. PMB 292, Milford CT
06460-3400.

https://www2.myhealthwealthandhappiness.com/forecast/redirect.asp?EmailID=%5B%5BEmailID%5D%5D&EmailItemID=106&userid=%5B%5BUserID%5D%5D&Misc=
http://www3.myhealthwealthandhappiness.com/commonpages/Unsubscribe.aspx?EmailID=%5B%5BEmailID%5D%5D&EmailItemID=112&userid=%5B%5BUserID%5D%5D

